
Pamela Taylor Music 
	 Home Practice Guidelines 
Below, you will find information that will help you make the most

of your music studies.

WHY ARE YOU STUDYING MUSIC?

Have you really thought about this? As your teacher, I assume you enjoy music and the sound 
of your instrument, and want to make music to the best of your ability. I hope you will become 
advanced enough to enjoy playing some of the beautiful literature written for the flute or piano, 
and that making and appreciating music will become a lifelong pleasure.


I am sure you will also benefit from the by-products for which music study is famous: increased 
concentration, sensitivity, awareness of detail, poise, teamwork, organizational and problem 
solving skills, communication, confidence… Did you know you were getting all that when you 
began to play?


There are wonderful reasons for getting deeply involved in your music education. The more you 
put into it, the more you get out of it. Attending lessons is only a very small part of the process. 
Take advantage of every opportunity to hear professional musicians in performances, 
workshops, and on recordings. We are lucky to be able to hear the greatest musicians in the 
world! Their sound is our model to know what we are working toward!


OH YES, IT TAKES PRACTICE!

We especially enjoy doing the things we do well. And doing anything well, including playing a 
musical instrument, requires thoughtful practice. Playing an instrument demands slow and 
steady building of muscle systems, physical coordination, and eye/hand coordination, in 
addition to increasing the rate at which our brains assimilate musical information. This is why 
daily practice is so important!


A good practice session includes technical studies and warm-ups, working on new pieces, 
polishing and memorizing pieces in progress, review of previously performed pieces, and sight-
reading. Much lesson time is spent on practice techniques, and students are expected to 
follow these instructions at home.


It is important to practice alone, in a mostly quiet place, away from the distraction of friends 
and other noises. Playing in ensembles does not count as practice time, because ensemble 
practice is for the group, as opposed to the individual.




MATERIALS FOR HOME PRACTICE

! Quiet area with proper lighting

! Metronome (there are myriad free apps available)

! Music dictionary (hard copy, online, or app)

! Pencils

! Music stand & mirror (necessary for flutists)

! Tuner (the Quantz Tuner app is particularly helpful)

! Pedal extender stool (necessary for smaller pianists)

! Quality digital recorder (voice memo apps work in a pinch)

! A quality instrument that supports your work


Two key elements of a productive practice session are concentration and repetition. It is also 
important to practice s-l-o-w-l-y so the mind and muscles can absorb new information.


The most important practice session of the week is the one immediately following the lesson. 
This helps to confirm what was covered, so that the week will progress on track.


As a performance approaches, practice performing: gather an audience (real or imaginary – a 
recorder makes a great audience!) and perform. Then go back and work on spots that need it.


HOW MUCH TIME?

This depends on the age and advancement of the student.  You should schedule at least the 
following amount of time for daily practice if you wish to make steady progress:


! Beginner: 30 minutes

! Advanced beginner: 45 minutes

! Intermediate: 1 hour

! Advanced: 1 ½ hour

! Serious, college-bound: 2-3 hours


Do try to be with your instrument every day, even if you can’t do your full practice routine. 
Sometimes this is impossible, but be as consistent as you can. And, please remember that 
careful, attentive practice is time well-spent. If you are merely watching the clock for the 
duration of your practicing, that won’t get you anything other than wasted time and incorrect 
playing habits.


All students should be very realistic about their motivation and desire for studying an 
instrument, and ensure that their lifestyle – work, family, travel, school – is compatible with the 
demands for success. Careful consideration of your schedule and the availability of regular 
practice time is advised.




PERFORMANCES

Performing is different from practicing, no doubt about it! Things happen that never happen at 
home or in the lesson. Nearly everyone gets nervous and has to learn to deal with it in an 
individual way. This is the value of performing often. Life is full of performances! You may not 
become a professional musician, but someday you will have to give a speech, teach a class, 
perform surgery, or score the winning point! Every performance is a life experience. Proper 
preparation and attitude are expected.


I will provide as many performing opportunities as possible. Participation in festivals and 
competitions is also encouraged as they have the added dimension of judge’s commentary 
and recognition of high achievement. Performances at school and any organizations to which 
your family belongs are also encouraged – please let me know when you are planning to do 
this so that I may help you be properly prepared.


ACCOMPANISTS

Most flute performances require the services of an accompanist, and at times regulations will 
not allow me to be your accompanist. Under those circumstances, arranging for rehearsals and 
payment is the student’s responsibility. Working with a professional pianist is highly 
recommended as it greatly enhances performance security. I recommend: 


Richard McIntyre (908) 213-6619

Marcia Maull (908) 781-7574


Kay Healy-Wedsworth  (732) 779-1177


INSTRUMENTS

A properly maintained instrument will provide you the maximum enjoyment from your music 
study. Flutes should be professionally cleaned, oiled, and adjusted (COA) once a year. If you 
are in the market for a new flute, please contact me. I will be happy to assist you with finding 
the instrument that suits your needs. Pianos should be tuned at least twice a year. If you plan 
to purchase a new piano at any time, I will also be happy to assist you in your search.


PIANO TECHNICIANS
Chris Solliday (610) 438-1051


Randy Johnson (908) 813-0739

FLUTE SPECIALISTS

Tim Bower (937) 328-0566

Sarah Merrow (978) 771-7945




PLEASE BRING TO ALL LESSONS

! Flute (unless you’re a pianist!)

! All current music & all maintenance pieces

! Pencil

! Binder (please include the following in your binder)


" Tab dividers with the following headings:

" Assignments

" Definitions

" Theory

" Scores

" Composition

" Sight Singing

" History

" Repertoire


" Loose-leaf notebook paper

" Loose-leaf manuscript paper


I strongly recommend carrying all of the above in a dedicated tote bag or backpack.


As always, if you have any questions between lessons, please feel free to contact me.


HAPPY PRACTICING!


